SIX WORDS
- Pick a six-word story project to contribute to.
  - Life
    - One life. Six words. What’s yours?
  - Advice
    - Share the best advice you’ve given or received in six words.
  - Questions
    - Ask a question in exactly six words.
  - Love
    - Share six words on love & heartbreak.
  - Happiness
    - Share your six words on the secrets to happiness.
  - Teens
    - One life. Six words. What’s yours?
  - Moms
    - What can you say about motherhood in six words?
  - Dads
    - Share six words about your dad, or about being a dad.
  - Jewish
    - What’s the essence of your own or others’ Jewish life in six words?
  - Resolutions
    - Hopes, dreams, motivations, and mistakes to avoid in the coming year.
  - Planet
    - Share your six words for the planet.
  - Work
    - What inspires my very best work.
  - Food
    - Share six words on food—from memorable meals to locavore living.
  - America
    - Share six words that inspire you about America.
  - Digital Life
    - Share six words on your digital life.
  - TWLOHA
    - Share your six words on pain and hope.
  - War
    - Share six words on coming home from war.

STORY PROJECTS
- Here are all of our longer group story projects.

Reader Projects

- The Moment
- An instant when your life changed
- My Life So Far
- Your personal essays and memoirs-in-progress
- Freeze Frame
- Everyone has a fridge story. What’s yours? Take a snapshot—a freezeframe—of your fridge and tell...
Your stories of an encounter with a celebrity who unexpectedly enters your world
Pregnancy
Do you have an amazing, unusual, or simply memorable pregnancy story?
My Ex
Everyone has an ex. Spill your guts, search your soul, and submit your story.

Editors’ Blogs

Editors’ Blog
A chicken’s-eye view of the world and personal media, plus news about all things SMITH.
Memoirville
Our blog about new memoirs, with interviews and excerpts.
Six-Word Blog
All about our Six-Word Memoir world, from new books to live events to classroom projects.

COMICS
• We do like our comics. A.D.: News Orleans After the Deluge
  The true story about six different people who survive Hurricane Katrina. Now an expanded book from Pantheon.
• The Pekar Project
  American Splendor creator Harvey Pekar has teamed with four terrific artists for his first ongoing webcomics series.
• Next-Door Neighbor
  True neighborhood tales by today's leading comics artists and writers.
• Graphic Therapy
  The illustrated diary of a single Jewish artist making her own way through life, work, and psychoanalysis.
• Shooting War
• My Home Birth
  A true story about having a baby Christen Clifford & David Heatley

STORE
• BOOKS
  Our bestselling Six-Word Memoir® books, graphic novels, and more.
• THE SIX-WORD GAME
  Our witty, wordy, fast, fun game for of all ages.
• CALENDAR
  A new six-worder each day—and spot to write your own.
• T-SHIRTS
  Make your own Six-Word tee or choose among our favorites.

TEENS
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Editors’ Blog

« Call for Submissions: Americans Talk About Love
And the Winners of Six Words on “Why You Didn’t Call Back” Are… »
Sites We Love: Recollecting Adams

Friday, April 10th, 2009
By Jessica Naudziunas

Between Tweets, Facebook wall posts, up to the minute news headlines in your inbox, and email replies that need to be sent NOW, the past is becoming more difficult to care about… not to mention finding time to talk about yesteryear with those we spent it with. The oral history-cum-visual storytelling site Recollecting Adams provides an old fashioned cure-all for media saturated people of the future.

Creator/animator Marianne Petit is the person to thank for this folk inspired project. Along with the people of Adams, Massachusetts, Petit seeks to find what happened before the Internet… before life stories were limited to only 140 condensed characters. With seven episodes to date, Recollecting Adams has chronicled a group of seven old-timers who tell their life stories around the frame of the town of Adams, the Berkshire Mill that put the town on the map, and the little joys in life that are lost on most people these days; vacationing nine miles away to spend summer months at a swimming hole, remembering their grandparents’ quirks, and a tale of first kiss turned marriage vows.

Each Adams story is told with audio and low-tech animation. With Petit’s folk-etching, pencil, watercolor style, and low frames per minute it’s easy to get carried back to simpler times. The animation is clean and minimal, and the stories are, too, but there is something marvelous in the quaint, cottage style that might just win over the urge to check your email for the 8th time this hour.
Marianne Petit lives part-time in Adams, Massachusetts. The other half of her week is spent teaching within NYU’s Interactive Telecommunications Program. In Adams, Petit lives out her joyfully creative side co-running Greylock Arts, an arts organization and exhibition space. Right now, Petit’s time is divided again between the present day and the storied history of the town of Adams and it’s dyed-in-the-wool Adamses.

Recollecting Adams was commissioned by the interactive art technology project, Networked Realities.

Tags: Marianne Petit, Massachusetts, NYU, oral history, storytelling

3 responses

1. # Apr 13 09 7:01 pm
   Recollecting Adams on SMITH Magazine at Marianne Petit’s blog says:

   [...] http://www.smithmag.net/obsessions/2009/04/10/sites-we-love-recollecting-adams/ [...]  

2. # Nov 20 10 5:53 pm
   Dave Mange says:

   It is a pleasure to find your site it has such a good variety.

3. # Oct 20 14 12:07 pm
   Clifton Rupnick says:

   The great news is that there is actually a solution wildcard certificates. You can obtain SSL on as a lot of subdomains as you want.
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SMITH Story Projects

Everyone has an ex. Spill your guts, search your soul, and submit your story.

Everyone has a story. Can you tell yours in six words? Submit yours to be considered for the next book is SMITH Magazine's bestselling Six-Word Memoir® series.
SMITH Magazine is a home for storytelling. We believe everyone has a story, and everyone should have a place to tell it. We're the creators and home of the Six-Word Memoir® project.
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